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Farewells – a particularly sad issue of Tiger News as I have to tell you of five Tigers no longer with
us.

Air Commodore Ken Goodwin
74 Squadron lost one of its most charismatic Commanding
Officers when Air Commodore Ken Goodwin C.B.E. A.F.C.
died peacefully on the afternoon of 5 th September
surrounded by his family. He was 92. Ken, who as a Wing
Commander was OC 74 between October 1966 and 31st
March 1969, was a much loved and respected Commanding
Officer who together with his wife Sue, who herself sadly
passed away at the end of 2019, personified all that goes to
make up the spirit of the Tigers. His funeral was held on 25 th
September but of course was subject to coronavirus
restrictions in terms of numbers attending. Nevertheless,
Ken’s son and daughter Richard and Penny arranged a moving
service at which Ian McBride spoke of his memories of his
former Boss.

Ken Goodwin was a legendary aerobatic display pilot in the
Hunter and Lightning eras. Whilst in Germany during the 50s he
was one of the instigators of a Pythonesque company known as
the Jever Steam Laundry whose aim was to promote
camaraderie, professional excellence in the air and a riotous
style of living. This statement epitomised Ken’s approach to
life from there onwards. He achieved great success in his
operational duties and was at the centre of many social events
which would often feature him energetically playing the piano or appearing in wild fancy dress.
I had the pleasure and honour of serving under Ken continuously at RAF Leuchars in Fife and then at Tengah in
Singapore. He was blessed with a number of strengths which characterised his career from a basic tradesman to
Commandant of RAF Air Cadets. The first was his motivation and determination to succeed which earned him a
place on the prestigious cadet Drill Display Team, shortly to be followed by selection for elevation to officer rank and
training as a pilot. No mean feat when you remember that the RAF was awash with officers and pilots after the
Second World War. They clearly recognised a good ‘un who they wished to retain and develop. When he graduated
with his wings in January 1950 he was categorised as being ‘proficient’, which in simple terms meant that he was
unlikely to kill himself in the near future. A mere five years later he was considered the best aerobatic pilot in RAF
Germany and probably the RAF as a whole - an astonishing trajectory. Nor was he a one trick pony because he was
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also exceptional in gunnery and all the other skills that defined the day fighter pilot of that era. It was these skills
which led to him being selected to play a pivotal role in the introduction of the Lightning into service and performing
solo aerobatics at Farnborough and the Paris Air Shows in this exciting new aircraft alongside the RAF formation
display team, mounted by No 74 Squadron.
When Ken resumed his connection with the Tigers in 1966 it was to take command of a unit which had just been
equipped with the latest and most capable version of the mighty Lightning. It was also the period when Soviet air
forces were starting to appear around UK and the Tigers – within weeks of Ken taking charge – managed to pull off a
well photographed interception of these aircraft. So great was the excitement around the UK that the BBC, in what
would now be called fake news, broadcast a report of the event using aircraft and (worse still) crews from RAF
Wattisham rather than the Tigers. Ken, seeing an opportunity to be exploited, mounted a sortie from Leuchars to
Wattisham and back during which he dropped leaflets over the station debunking the impression that Wattisham
had done the job. His style was beginning to surface as he prepared his squadron for a major event, namely the
deployment of 74 from Scotland to Singapore.
As part of the build up to the deployment the squadron was sent to Cyprus to gain experience in another theatre.
Part of our duties was to hold Quick Reaction Alert during daylight hours. On Christmas Eve Ken and most of his
aircrew were enjoying a party at Episcopi, the headquarters of the Middle East Command, made up of mainly Army
and RAF staff. As the sun set in the west somebody thought it was the perfect setting for a Lightning fly-past. Ken,
without hesitation, scrambled the duty Lightning which shortly thereafter laid on one of the most memorable and
noisy displays seen for a while. Surprisingly the Air Commander gave it a massive thumbs down and instituted a
disciplinary procedure to start on Christmas Day. However this process turned into farce when the Army
Commander-in-Chief congratulated the Tigers on the splendid display!
The journey to Singapore was a major event, the first time that an entire squadron had deployed to the region with
air refuelling support. On his final sector from the Maldives to Singapore Ken’s ability to make rapid decisions in the
air was tested. A tanker malfunction during the last refuelling bracket should, according to the rules, have resulted
in a diversion to Ceylon. As the formation was turning in that direction, Ken evaluated the situation and over-rode
the approved decision, setting course for Butterworth near Penang which they reached with reasonable fuel
margins. A diversion to Ceylon would have caused chaos and a major delay. Ken arrived in Singapore a few hours
late and the final wave arrived on time a few days later, a great success. His bold decision had been crucial.

Ken Goodwin greets 75 Squadron RAAF
Commanding Officer, Wg Cdr Flemming, at
Tengah.

Ken Goodwin presenting an unidentified WRAF officer with
her 1,000mph certificate after a flight in a T-bird.
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The subsequent period at Tengah was a triumph for Ken. He led the Tigers
from the front and achieved the performance goals set for him. We worked
hard but, again with Ken in the van, we played hard too. Visits to Singapore
city were regular and memorable excursions, slackening off slightly when the
squadron Land Rover, our primary means of conveyance, was stolen when
parked in one of the seedier parts of the city. From time to time Ken would
get clearance to take a Lightning on a solo flight - in his words ‘to blow away
the cobwebs!’ After a short delay he would reappear inverted over the
airfield in the first manoeuvre of an immaculate aerobatic display thus
showing us all how he had earned his distinguished reputation in former
years. However all good things have to end, and he moved on to further
stages of his career leaving us in awe at the personality and skill of this
charismatic leader.
Ken Goodwin at the 50thAnniversary of the RAF parade at Tengah on
22nd March 1968.

In his appointment as Commandant of RAF Air Cadets his devotion to the
Royal Air Force imbued the girls and boys of Air Cadet units throughout the
country with the ethos of the parent service and highlighted the attractions of
making a career in the RAF. The energy and excitement that he brought to his own life would have been powerful
motivational forces in the performance of this his last tour in the RAF. The legend that was Ken left the scene to
those for whom political correctness was more important than the lifestyle which he and his many admirers enjoyed.
If you had polled members of the Jever Steam Laundry on Ken’s likely path through the RAF they would almost
certainly have been wide of the mark. Few, if any, would have predicted that he would have filled posts requiring
political sensitivity and the highest standards of decorum required by royal appointments, notably to the Queen’s
Flight and the High Commission in Canada. It was the mark of the man that he again distinguished himself, albeit not
in the rough and tumble of the fighter world where taking a horse to a party in the officers mess or being driven
home whilst playing a piano in the back of a Land Rover were par for the course. Significantly Ken was an excellent
mentor ensuring that his charges made the very best of their abilities and grew in well-founded confidence. He was
also a very caring man and invariably tried to lift the spirits of those with concerns, usually by employing his
trademark injunction of ‘don’t worry about a thing’.
His drive, enthusiasm, stamina and compassion for his fellow man endeared him to all who had the honour and joy
of working for him. He enjoyed a full life, and his positive influence on those put in his trust was immense. At a
reception to mark the 100th anniversary of the Tigers I was talking to one of his former senior NCOs and as we
watched Ken in animated conversation with others who had served under him, my comrade said ‘that Mr Goodwin
was a grand squadron boss, the best, but he is also a lovely man.’ Not a bad epitaph.

*
Ken came to 74 at RAF Leuchars on 7th October 1966 from the Far East Air Force where he had been Flight
Safety Officer. He had travelled widely in this capacity and part of his brief involved advising on the
preparation of Tengah on Singapore Island ‘to receive an air defence squadron from the UK in the near future.’
At the time of course he had no idea he would be commanding that squadron and he was candid enough to admit
afterwards that many of the things he recommended he changed once he arrived in his capacity as OC 74. Ken
had had previous contact with the Tigers in the early 1960s whilst he was with the Air Fighting Development
Squadron at Coltishall. Now to the new young Tigers on the squadron he seemed to do the most outrageous
things. They quickly fell under his spell however and willingly followed him wherever he led although it must be
said that there were times when Ken did make the job of his senior officers that much more difficult by virtue
of his unorthodox approach. It cannot be denied that during the two and a half years he led 74 he had an
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extremely happy squadron with a tremendous spirit permeating all ranks. He handed over command to Wing
Commander Dennis Caldwell on 31 st March 1969. At his dining out he was presented with a pewter tankard
inscribed with his catchphrase Don’t Worry About A Thing.
*
Many tributes to Ken came in from those who served under him on 74, both air and ground crew.
George Woodhall said: ‘It was very sad to hear of the passing of Ken Goodwin. He was my Commanding Officer at

Tengah and indeed was a great Boss. He and his wife Sue were an 'old school' couple. He was a pilot first and she
was a lovely lady. He was a real character and Sue must have had to put up with quite a lot of his non-officer antics!
But he truly was a gentleman who took me for my first flight in the squadron’s T-bird.’

Mic McCreadie wrote: ‘Sad news indeed and I’m so glad now that I managed to spend some time with him and Sue
at the reunion we attended in Stratford. A lovely, kind hearted human and a great boss to us (sometimes difficult)
engineers. Rest in Peace dear Ken.’
Simon Bostok remembered: ‘Such sad news. Ken was my first squadron commander as I struggled to master the

Lightning on 74 Squadron at Tengah. A memorable experience and a steep learning curve! Ken and Sue were a
fabulous couple who generated morale by just being themselves and of course Ken was the supreme Lightning pilot,
shown to stunning effect when he displayed the aircraft on a Station Open Day. He kept the squadron up to the
mark professionally, but boy did he play hard too! And Sue joined in at every turn. Sadly, they have both departed
our world but I’m sure they will be lighting up the sky wherever they are now. And we are left with happy memories
and countless tales of two very special people.’
Stories about Ken are legion. Ian recalled a well-known one in his eulogy above. Dave Roome has a couple too.

In the autumn of 1968 it was decided that Tengah should put on an Open Day. As I remember it, there was little
flying and the Boss decided that it was a bit tame and that he would get people interested by ‘making a little noise’.
He took off and proceeded to fly a quite superb low level aeros display with a base height of around 300ft (with no
previous practices over the airfield!) We all watched in awe, especially when he carried out a perfect Derry Turn
which is when the aircraft flies a turn toward the crowd and then rolls underneath to reverse the direction of turn.
The Lightning wasn’t very good at this as the rudder authority was insufficient (or so we all thought), but Ken
appeared to be able to fly it with no problem. However, from that day onward we all felt that the aircraft he had
flown that day was ’bent’ and needed more rudder trim than others! After landing, he simply said ‘I enjoyed that!’
Another story became known as ’The Burning of the Top Bar’. One night, as was his wont, the Boss decided that he
would like to play some ‘hot jazz’. The Upstairs Bar in the Officers’ Mess at Tengah had no piano but there was one
in the Games Room downstairs at the end of a corridor. We junior officers were despatched to bring it upstairs
which, after an awful lot of effort, we achieved. No sooner was it in place in the centre of the Bar than Ken stripped
as much of the wood as possible, leaving not much more than the frame and the keys (it would have been nice if he
had mentioned this before as it now weighed a lot less than when we started!) Anyway, much jazz was played and
someone decided to enhance the atmosphere by tossing a few toilet rolls into the fans as they rotated. Then a light
or two was put to the streamers and it was all very pretty. Eventually we all left and went to bed, but when I got up
and went down for breakfast I saw a ’snowdrop’ (RAF corporal policeman) at the foot of the stairs leading to the Top
Bar and preventing anyone from going up. I decided that breakfast could wait and went down to the squadron
immediately, only to find that the story was already out and the Station Commander had demanded from OC 74 the
names of all who had been present the evening before. I suppose that the skeleton of the piano had quickly led the
investigators to the only officer who played such jazz!
Eventually, after the threat of courts martial for all of us had receded, OC 74, one equipment officer, one air traffic
officer, a pilot from 20 Squadron (Hunters), one from 45 Squadron (Canberras) and of course three from 74
Squadron (including myself) were required to assemble in the outer office of the Station Commander (Gp Capt Philip
Lagesen, DFC - nick-named ‘Largy’ though NEVER in his hearing). There was then a command to ‘march in the
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accused!’ Now, with a Wing Commander being one of the accused, tradition required that he could only be
‘marched in’ by another officer of equal or senior rank, and George Bregeon, the Squadron Leader Ops, who had
been told by the Station Commander to be the escorting officer, was saying to Ken ‘but I can’t do that.’ Ken, in his
inimitable fashion, just said to George ‘don’t worry about a thing, George. Just do it and it’ll be alright in the end.’
We all marched in to stand to attention in front of the desk and were castigated to hell and back, including having
the Station Commander thrashing his favourite item, his bullwhip, just behind us very noisily. After being told that
we would only be remaining in the Royal Air Force after much consideration (!) we were informed that, except for
meals, we were all now banned from all public rooms in the mess for one month (up until Christmas 1968) and
marched out. For that month the Goodwin married quarter became ‘Party Central’ and the time passed fairly
quickly!
A final word from Ken and Sue’s son and daughter, Richard and Penny.

Thank you to everyone In the Tiger Squadron Association family that have shown so much love and support to
Mum and Dad for so many years. It truly is a remarkable family to be associated with.

Sue and Ken Goodwin. RIP both.
John Bright

Long time Association member Chief Tech John Bright died on 18th
November. John was a Tiger from 1964 at Leuchars until 1969 at
Tengah. When the squadron moved to the Far East John was the NCO in
charge of the RAF Gan staging base through which the squadron’s
Lightnings passed and whilst in Tengah he deployed with the aircraft to
RAAFs Butterworth and Darwin. John had a long career in the RAF
starting in 1947 at Halton then subsequently at Pembroke Dock, St.
Mawgan, Topcliffe, Sharjah, Khormaksar (Aden) and Cottesmore before
his posting to 74. When he left Tengah he moved to Church Fenton
before retiring from the RAF in 1973.
He will be very much missed by his many friends in the Tengah Tiger
community who considered John to be the best ‘boss’ they ever had
during their RAF careers.
Our sad condolences go to his wife Mary and his family.
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Sqn Ldr Neil Davidson
Neil Davidson, who was a Tiger at Tengah, died on 25th
October. He joined 74 from 5 Squadron at Binbrook in the
middle of 1967 as Deputy OC A Flight, just before the
move from Leuchars to Tengah. Sir John Allison was a first
tourist on 5 with Neil before Neil came to 74 and said that
both he and his wife were sad to hear the news as Neil was
well-liked. Sir John also said that when they were both on
5 Squadron
‘most of the pilots were first tourists and the
example set by the experienced pilots was
particularly important. Neil was kind, sensible and
approachable and a very good and reliable pilot
himself. His steady presence was an important part
of the glue that made it a good squadron for young
pilots to be on – or for anyone for that matter.’
Sir John did however offer one small snippet about Neil to
balance the picture a little, with a photo (below) of 5
Squadron pilots on a 1966 Missile Practice Camp (then still
the ‘Fighter Command Missile Practice Camp’) at RAF Valley.
To Neil’s right is the 5 Squadron JEngO, John Blakely, who
himself sent the picture to John Allison and who mentioned that, although an engineer, he flew as often as
possible. At the end of the MPC he remembers returning to Binbrook in the right hand seat of the Lightning
T.5 with Neil in poor weather, with Neil nursing a stonking hangover!
Left. 5 Squadron MPC at Valley, April 1966.
L to R: John Blakely, Neil Davidson, Brian Allchin,
‘Bunny’ St Aubyn, Bill Gambold, Pete Ginger, Gerry
Barr USAF
Prior to the Lightning, Neil had flown, amongst other
types, the Supermarine Attacker and the Scimitar
while on a tour with the Royal Navy and he used to joke
that his selection for that tour must have come about
when they saw his name, for his initials were R.N. Neil’s
son Steve remembers that this was on Ark Royal and
that the only time his dad felt safe was when he was
flying as life on board was decidedly ‘difficult’.

Right.Neil launching from Ark Royal.
Neil was very much older than most of the pilots on 74
(he was 33 when he arrived!) but he had a great sense
of humour and together with his wife Judy (who sadly
died in 2011) they were great social hosts in their
married quarter off the Bukit Timah Road. Clive
Mitchell remembers him as ‘a very agreeable colleague
and an experienced, skilful and utterly reliable pilot’
and Ian McBride mentioned that ‘on the deployment of
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the squadron to Tengah, Neil led the first - and only - 3-ship formation into Tengah, escorted by Javelins of 64
Squadron on Day 6.’
Dave Roome has a particular memory of a flight alongside Neil, and mentions it in his book ‘Dancing the Skies’:

The periodic detachments to the Far East by the Victor tankers continued throughout our time there and we
always did some tanking by night during their stay. There had been little enhancement made to the external
markings and lighting as they turned the Victor B.1 (Bomber) into the K.1 tanker other than the painting of
reference lines on the wing under surface and so on, but improved lighting was not high on the agenda and
the drogues themselves had only small ‘beta’ lights around the basket rim. After a few enthusiastic ‘prods’
by fighters most of these would have failed, so there was certainly a degree of luck involved in making
contact at night. On one particularly dark night Neil Davidson and I were each side of a tanker in contact in
cloud and all I had as reference was the underside of the tanker wing. Then suddenly the formation came
out of the cloud and as the top surface of the cloud layer slowly fell away beneath us I had the strong feeling
that the Victor had pulled up into a very steep climb, almost into the vertical as my ‘ground’ fell away out of
sight below. Although I was sure this had not happened the disorientation was immensely strong and
persisted until the tanker gave us permission to break contact and back off, when the night sky and my
instruments could confirm that no night aerobatics had been attempted. When we got back on the ground
Neil confirmed that he had experienced exactly the same feeling – not at all pleasant!
The squadron diaries are often a source for anecdotes and photographs. Neil seldom figured in these but Dave,
who holds the diaries, has scanned those pages in which Neil features and a selection is shown below.

Right. Neil, leading Trevor MacDonald Bennett
and Pete Freize into Tengah, escorted by 64
Squadron Javelins – June 1967

Below. Neil and Trevor MacDonald Bennett at
RAF Gan in the Maldives en route to Singapore –
June 1967

Above. On 11th April 1969 the new Tengah Station
Commander, Group Captain Peter Latham visited 74 and flew
with Neil.
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*
There are two further Farewells I have to belatedly tell you of.
Alan McGrath (known to his family as Alf) died after a long illness on the 9th April 2020. He served in the RAF
for twelve years five months and he always said that they were the best years of his life. Known as a ‘bit of a
rogue’ his brother Jim said: ‘he loved the RAF and the men he served with. ‘Alan was a Tiger between November
1967 and May 1970 with the rank of SAC Airframe Mechanic. He retired from the service in 1976 as a
Sergeant Technician.
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Squadron Leader Glenn Mason was one of 74 (Reserve) Squadron’s COs at RAF Valley. I have only just learned
of Glenn’s death on 16th December 2016. The photograph was taken when he (standing behind the tiger) stood
down in 1999 on his posting to 100 Squadron. His place as CO was taken by Flt Lt Bret Archer until September
2000 when 74 disbanded

Glenn’s son Rob told me: “My dad talked fondly of his time at the helm but was always disappointed at how much
actual flying he was able to get in whilst in charge. The average monthly hours in the logbook have a significant
dip compared to the rest of his RAF career.” (One of Glenn’s previous postings had been to a Buccaneer
squadron and he became the RAF’s Buccaneer display pilot which he loved.) “Dad retired from active duty in
2001 and started flying for Monarch Airlines on the A320/21 & A330, whilst still flying weekends as a reservist
with 100 Squadron at Leeming in the Hawk. But in 2006 he had a brush with cancer which unfortunately put a
stop to high-G flying. Commercial flying was not something he had really settled to and following some
resurgent side effects of the surgery he had had, he retired in 2013.”
When CO, Glenn attended a couple of reunions at Stratford to report to members on the squadron’s role at
Valley and to talk about the new pilot training initiatives which had been introduced. As ever with currently
serving Tigers, he was always very keen to talk to the veterans in the Association.
RIP Glenn.

Membership Matters
Welome to new member Trevor Angus. Trevor was with the squadron from 1964 to 1968 at
Leuchars and Tengah with the rank of sergeant and held the position of an aircraft
maintenace supervisor. After Tengah he moved to Brize Nortin and VC10s and Belfasts. He
was in the RAF for 14 years from 1955 to 1969 and on retirement he joined British Airways.
9

Recommended Reading

Empty Sky by Colin Higgs and Bruce Vigar tells the
story of the air battles of the Fall of France and the
Battle of Britain in the summer of 1940.
As part of their work as authors and film makers,
Colin and Bruce have over the years interviewed
men and women who were there and
this book is a consequence of those interviews.
Of particular interest to the Association is the story
of our own Wing Commander John Freeborn DFC*
who, as the book says, was “one of the last wartime
characters, never short of an opinion and always
followed by controversy.”
Published by Air World and available at £30 from
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk or on Amazon.

Alan Bassett………
………..is a retired Chartered Engineer and a 74 Squadron enthusiast . He writes: ’in the heady days of the 1960s
I joined 74 Squadron Air Training Corps, based in Crayford, Kent, where I spent a few happy years drilling,
firing old Lee-Enfield .303s, summer camps and flying Chipmunks at South Cerney and Manston. The CO claimed
an affiliation to 74 Squadron RAF, although it wasn't obvious. Needless to say I followed all things 74, including
making 1/72 model aircraft. I still make models (1/48 scale).’ Alan is now looking to model the less obvious
aircraft flown by 74, such as the Gloster Gladiator briefly in 1937, the Hawker Hurricane Mk1 in the Middle
East, the Miles Magister trainer between 1938 and 1944, a Fairey Battle used for instrument training in
February 1939, the Airspeed Oxford for navigation training from 1946 to 1950 and the North American
Harvard in the late 1940s. In the meantime we can enjoy this superlative Spitfire MkIXe flown by 74 in 1944.
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Bersatu Padu
In Tiger News 76 I included a piece about Exercise Bersatu
Padu, held when the Tigers were at Tengah, including a
photograph with a caption about 54 Squadron (squadron
photo left) which took part in the exercise. It read ‘on 18
May 1970 a Phantom piloted by Wing Commander George
Robertson flew from Coningsby non-stop to RAF Tengah,
covering the 8,680 miles in 14 hours and 14 minutes at an
average speed of 602 mph.’
Not so! Our Chairman writes: ‘I'm not sure the article on
Exercise Bersatu Padu is accurate. I was on 54 Squadron at
the time and took part in Bersatu Padu but there was no Wing
Commander Robertson on 54 Squadron then.’ Dick’s colleague
on 54 at the time, John McWilliam, recalled that the Phantom was crewed by John Neville and Jim Straughen.
And another colleague, Graham Thompson, remembered that the book Famous Fighter Squadrons of the RAF
(Volume 1) included the story.

With the Phantom cleared for 15 hours continuous running on its RR Speys it was decided to go for the
England-Singapore record. The flight (monitored by the Royal Aero Club) began over Hornchurch (within 50
kilometres of Hyde Park Corner - officially London for record attempts). Sqn Cdr John Neville and Flt Lt Jim
Straughen were first off in XV409 at 11.49 on 19th May 1970, followed by Flt Lts Walmsley and Spencer in
XV419. …The official observer at Tengah timed the arrival. The elapsed time came to 14hrs 8 minutes and 40
seconds, averaging 603mph for the 8680-mile flight.
Dick was new on the squadron at the time of the exercise so he didn’t get to fly out to Tengah but he did get to
fly back. When he arrived at Tengah Dave Roome was there with 74’s Lightnings and he lent Dick a radio for
the six week detachment. As Dick says: ‘funny what you remember from 50 years ago!’
Dave Roome himself adds some information about the exercise as featured in his book, Dancing The Skies:

Late May 1970 saw the first detachment to the Far East of the newest RAF fighter, the McDonnell Douglas FGR.2
Phantom when 54 Squadron flew out to Tengah from their base at RAF Coningsby. The first two pairs flew the entire
way non-stop in just over 14 hours, flying unaccompanied at high speed in between rendezvous for a refuel by the
ever-helpful Victor Tankers, and could do so because this versatile aircraft could carry three external fuel tanks,
upping the total fuel load to 22,500lb, well in excess of the Lightning. It could also fly supersonically with these
tanks, whereas ours were simply for ferry only and were limited to 475kts. 54 was there to take part in Exercise
Bersatu Padu, designed to reassure the Far East nations that Britain could still defend them if necessary. This was
the largest exercise we saw in Singapore and involved not only the Phantoms and Victors, but six Vulcans from 44
Squadron as well and a detachment of 58 Squadron Canberras from the UK. It was also the last time that 14
Squadron RNZAF deployed their Canberras from Ohakea in North Island, New Zealand, as they were to disband soon
afterward. There was also a sizeable naval presence for this exercise, including the Australian carrier HMAS
Melbourne with its A-4 Skyhawks and we enjoyed a lot of trade over the month’s flying.
Left. Not connected with Bersatu Padu but with
Operation Coldcat, this USAF RB-57F (a design
based on the EE Canberra) arrived at Tengah in
October 1968 to conduct research into high
altitude meteorological condition with a view to
future supersonic transport operations. Concorde
and the American Boeing SST were just concepts
at the time.
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RAF Recruitment poster of unknown date but after April 1918. Note the terms and conditions.
With thanks to Pete Johnstone.
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In Formation.
Scott McPhee, Secretary of the Lightning
Preservation Group at Bruntingthorpe, has sent
this superb photograph. It was given to him
with a collection of items belonging to an ex-74
Squadron Lightning technician who passed away
recently and his brother donated his artefacts
to the group.
There are many photographs in the collection
and this is one of the first Scott has restored
and scanned. It shows 74’s Hunter F.6 XF511
flying with 23 Squadron Javelin XH958,
Hurricane LF363 and Spitfire XVI TE476.
The presence of the latter two aircraft
suggests there is some connection with the
Historic Aircraft Flight/Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight. A possibility is a formation
put up at Coltishall’s 'At Home' day in
September 1960 to mark the 20th Anniversary
of the Battle of Britain.

Demon Build
Roger Marley, based near RAF Tern Hill, is at the beginning of a Hawker Demon project using original parts
where possible and which is likely to end up as a 74 Squadron aircraft.
How did this project come about? Roger explains. ‘I have been involved in a number of projects over the years Typhoon, Hunter etc. And now the Demon. The restorers who built the flying Demon which resides at
Shuttleworth also put together a complete fuselage of original Hawker parts which I purchased. Most of the
flying Demon consists of newly manufactured parts, necessary of course due to airworthy certification
considerations. The fuselage which I bought is made of recovered Demon parts from Australia and Audax parts
recovered from a scrap yard near Shrewsbury. The powerplant is a non-running RR Kestrel engine. I also have a
large inventory of spares, wing parts and duplicates, all original. Some of the panels are original, some are
fabricated. I also have an original Watts propeller. And I have located a propeller boss that was fitted to a one
of 74’s Demons from their time in Malta. Coincidentally I also acquired a uniform that belonged to Donald
Turner (second from right in photo) who was with 74 on Malta. Post 74 Donald died in the Battle of Britain.’

The bare bones of
Roger’s Demon – an
interesting project in
comparison with the
restoration of our F4J!
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Bill Warwick

New Zealander Flt Lt Bill Warwick, a wartime Tiger, celebrated his 100th birthday on September 10th – a
remarkable achievement acknowledged by our President who wrote to congratulate him on behalf of us all. Bill –
seen in the photograph standing in the middle the back row in front of the spinner - lives in Christchurch NZ
and the plan was to have a joint 100th celebration with two other World War 2 pilots. Inevitably Covid
prevented that so the celebration has been put on hold.
Bill enlisted with the Royal New Zealand Air Force on 17th August 1941 and underwent flying training in New
Zealand (he was awarded his wings on 30 th January 1942) before setting sail for the UK on 19 th February where
he joined No.5 Advanced Flying Unit and then 61 OTU before being posted to 504 Squadron on 14th September.
With 504 he certainly led a peripatetic existence, moving from Ballyhalbert (Northern Ireland) to Middle
Wallop, then to Ibsley, Churchstanton, Redhill, Castletown, Peterhead, Hornchurch and Digby before being
posted to 74 on 25th March 1945. They were in Europe at Schijndel, shortly to move to Drope in Germany. At
war’s end 74 moved back to RAF Colerne and the Meteor. Bill stayed with the Tigers until 15th September when
he left to return to New Zealand. He served in his home country until released from service on 27th June 1947.
During his almost six years in uniform he accumulated 760 flying hours on Tiger Moths, Harvards, Oxfords,
Hurricanes, Typhoons, Spitfire Is, Vs, Vis and IXs - and Meteors. Quite a record!
With thanks to Bill’s grandson, Heath Warwick.

This is what Bill found when he reached 74 at Schjindel in
Holland in March 1945 - PSP overlaid on farmland.
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ZE360

Work on ZE360 by the British Phantom Aviation Group guys continues despite the difficulties of coronavirus
restrictions. Following our tribute to Ewan Murdoch in the last issue, Ewan’s sister in law Vicki and husband
Richard arranged a visit to Manston. The BPAG crew can be seen with 360 (now on a hardstand rather than
grass) with Vicki and Richard on the left. Richard later wrote to BPAG Chairman Paul Wright and our webmaster
and 360 co-ordinator Tony:

Many thanks to you and the team we met at Manston yesterday.
We really enjoyed our visit and you all giving us your time. Seeing
the old warbird close up and partially dismantled showed a level of
complexity I’d considered but not come face to face with before.
The focus and dedication you all showed was impressive and even
though you’re “only” taking it apart at the moment, you’re a good
few steps into the proverbial journey - the end is nearer than it
was! I’ve included a photo of a Tiger Squadron plaque that Ewan
gave to my son on one of his birthdays. I guess there are plenty of
them around but you may not have seen it before.
Don’t forget to read Tony’s ZE360 blog on our website to keep
fully up to date with progress at Manston.
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Cockleshell Endeavour
Tengah Tiger Des Schweppe’s son Will is, as you read this, rowing across
the Atlantic with three former Royal Marine colleagues. So far they have
raised over £12,000 in support of The Royal Marines Charity.
Des and Will in Gran Canaria just prior to the team setting off.
Will Schweppe joined the Royal Marines in 2009 at the age of 17. After
passing out he joined 42 Commando and deployed to Afghanistan.
Unfortunately this didn’t end well as Will was seriously injured by an enemy
sniper and this led to him being medically discharged from the Marines in
2013. When he had recovered he trained as a personal trainer .He is
passionate about fitness, the outdoors, nature and adventure and is always
on the lookout for the next opportunity to push himself out of his comfort
zone. Such as rowing the Atlantic! Will’s colleagues on this epic adventure
are Samuel Edwards, David Bruce and Juniour Mcilhiney.
Des writes:

Having set off from Gran Canaria at 10.07 0n December 5th, they are planning to reach Barbados, a distance
of 3,000 miles. A record of 38 days seems to have been set by three Scottish brothers in January 2020. The
row is an annual race from the Canaries at this time every year. However, because of the cost of entry and
hire of boat, at about £50,000, which the team could not afford, they are going unsupported – that is
without the support that the race organisers offer. However, they do have land support from two guys that
have rowed the race before and they will provide the team with weather updates etc. and also track them
by satellite. They also have a satellite phone.
We can all track them by logging on at www.cockleshellendeavour.com. If you haven’t already done so you can
donate on this site too.
Will and his mates will still be rowing over the Christmas and New Year period and we should raise a glass to them
then. We wish them all the very best and a happy landfall in Barbados.

Just 3000 miles ahead of them……
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